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Minister in the Ministry of Education, Nicolette Henry wears her Mashramani costume  
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Guyana’s first Mashramani 
By 

Nills Campbell 

[Reprinted from Stabroek News 17 February 2011] 

From every nook and cranny they came. From down river they paddled their canoes, some came 
on horseback, others walked long distances and yet more came by bus as they congregated on Arvida 
Road, later known as Republic Avenue. It was indeed the Arvida bacchanal. It was Guyana’s first 
Mashramani celebrations. 

The year was 1970. And the stage was well set in the bauxite town of Mackenzie. One year 
later, writing in the  Foreward of the Souvenir Brochure of the Jaycees of Mackenzie, President Forbes 
Burnham  acknowledged “that  the people of Wismar, Mackenzie and Christianburg had provided  the 
title for the National Celebrations, Mashramani.” 

Revellers in the first Mashramani in Mackenzie 

Burnham wrote: “I congratulate the community of Mackenzie, Wismar and Christianburg not only for 
having  presented one of the most comprehensive programmes for the first anniversary celebrations but 
also for  having provided  the title for the celebrations – MASHRAMANI.” 

http://www.stabroeknews.com/2011/news/stories/02/17/guyana%e2%80%99s-first-mashramani/attachment/20110217first-mashramani/
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He  contended that the name “Mashramani” was particularly appropriate since it was one of the words 
used by Guyana’s indigenous people – the Amerindians – in reference to the celebrations which follow a 
successful completion of a community or co-operative project or  enterprise. 

Some 41 years later many  celebrate Mashramani but  are uncertain of its origin or  of the 
circumstances that are responsible for the observance of the Republic’s anniversary in carnival style on 
February 23 each year. 

Several names may come into focus with the observance of the first Mashramani  celebrations. But Jim 
Blackman, Herman Nobriga and Jimmy Hamilton will always stand out. Indeed, the names of these three 
should be ingrained in our nation’s history for the carnival type observances of the  Republic 
Anniversary. 

The very name of Mashramani should be viewed as being accidental. The Amerindians were 
known to travel  for long distances using canoes down river as they gathered for birthdays or weddings. 
Ongoing research by the group later proved that  a name was given to the celebrations. But the young 
Jaycees as they were then, found  no evidence of the writing of the word, depicting a celebration after 
the successful completion of a project or enterprise – Mashramani. 

Together they knocked their  heads as they sought a solution.  Even the oldest Amerindian 
found alive heard the word, Mashramani but had never seen it in writing –  no one knew for sure how 
the word was  spelt.  The men were spellbound as the time for the celebrations drew  near;  it was four 
years after this country  had   rid itself of the colonial masters – Great Britain – and was about to begin 
the journey for economic independence. It was at this point that Jaycees Chairman, Jimmy Hamilton 
hazarded a guess and to date the spelling of Mashramani  remains the same. 
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Also involved in the first anniversary celebrations were Burton Gilbert who  took on the major 
task  of being responsible for all dances,  William “Bill” Harris, Finance Officer, and Raymond Hayes, the 
Project Manager who was responsible for  Shanto Preliminaries and Finals. 

In addition, there were  Victor Smith, at the time Project Manager, J.N. “Nic” Adams, the Public 
Relations Officer, Chubby Hoe,   Eileen Bowen, assistant to the Chairman and recording secretary, 
Rannie Anthony, Project Manager for Stage and Construction, replacing  Bobby  Alstrom who had fallen 
ill, and Claude Saul who had taken on the responsibility for Protocol and Security. 

Initially, the men had gathered for the fourth Independence Anniversary with a Carnival 
celebrations in mind, but found a greater challenge as  it was  confirmed  that Guyana was to become a 
Republic. 

In the  words of Hamilton, his organization was initially responsible for the Independence 
celebrations in the Mackenzie area. He recalled  that  “Inspired  by the success of two Independence 
Carnivals, the Jaycees of Greater Mackenzie launched the birth of the Co-operative Republic with 
Mashramani in 1970 and at the same time adopted the theme of co-operation and leadership for a 
dynamic republic. 

“Now for the first  anniversary in Guyana’s Republic  we can feel justly proud of our theme and 
“MASHRAMANI’.” 

The Mayor of Christianburg, Wismar and Mackenzie township later known as Linden, was not 
left out. He opined that  “the community  has matured into a township.”  He further stated, “I 
appreciate that the JAYCEES in the continued effort to improve the area has encouraged the young  men 
and young women  to  play a greater role in the civic life of the area and has encouraged them to play a 
greater role since there is much the young people could do if given the right stimulus.” 

The first celebration indeed took the bauxite community by storm. They came pouring in to the 
Mackenzie township. The people of Kwakwani, Ituni and Everton joined their colleagues as they sought 
to occupy common ground for the series of nationalization events to follow. For its part, the Bauxite 
Management at Mackenzie encouraged participation through the company and this was to be repaid at 
the meagre rate of one Guyana dollar per month. 

The Mackenzie bacchanal was Trinidad-like in its outlook. For one thing the term, Shanto was 
subsidized, instead of Calypso as is known in Trinidad. The Mackenzie JAYCEES also decided on the use 
of  ‘fore-day’ morning instead of J’ouvert or Jouvay  as in Trinidad. 

The more than a thousand revellers who made up the band of the first Mash exceeded the 
projected number within weeks of launching the programme. 

The buses to and fro could be heard all hours at night and unto the wee hours of the morning as  
the people from the bauxite communities wended their way to Mackenzie, all in the  mood to celebrate 
the first Mash in Guyana. 

Meantime, in Georgetown a candlelight march, a Joint Services parade and masquerade bands 
as well as fireworks highlighted the observance in the capital. 
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Visit the Guyana Institute of Historical Research booth at the Mashramani 

Literary Fair, on Friday 17 February, in the Main Street Avenue.    For further 

information, contact hazelwoolford@gmail.com 

 

   

mailto:hazelwoolford@gmail.com
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Masquerade 
By 

Vibert Cambridge 
 

Masquerade music sweet bad, bad! 
While the authorities were demonizing masquerade bands as dangerous centipedes during the 

early decades of the 20th century; masquerade musicians were creating a sound that would become a 
distinctive sound Guyanese music. For masqueraders, making music was to reaffirm West and Central 
African spirituality, support community development and strengthen solidarity among working people. 
By the turn of the 20th century, masquerade bands in communities such as Albouystown, Charlestown, 
and La Penitence were multi-ethic. 

Masquerade music during the early 20th century was closely associated with the social, cultural, 
and political churn that was taking place in British Guiana. Masquerade music was the outcome of a 
complex set of interactions among band leaders, composers, performers, listeners, authorities, costume 
designers, seamstresses, drum makers, tanners, and post-emancipation immigrants to the colony. It was 
a process similar to what Christopher Small has described as "musicking." Masquerade music was part of 
the sound track of the emerging Guyanese working class that both Ashton Chase and Walter Rodney 
described in their respective pioneering books: History of Trade Unionism in Guyana, 1900-1961 and the 
History of the Guyanese Working People, 1881-1961. Both Chase and Rodney refer to drums and fifes 
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being part of the marches by Guyanese working people who were protesting for better wages and 
improved working conditions on the sugar estates and on the waterfront. 

On December 1, 1905, “sugar workers from estates on the East Bank of Demerara went on strike 
and, accompanied by “drums and pipes” began a march to Georgetown to show solidarity with the 
stevedores, domestics, bakers, and other workers who had been on strike since November 28. The 
marchers were halted by the police at Plantation Ruimveldt. Three protesters were shot and this 
triggered what Guyanese labor historians have described as the “Ruimveldt Riots,” the “Ruimveldt 
Protest,” and the “1905 Rebellion.” It was out of this experience that the modern trade union 
movement, under the leadership of Hubert Nathaniel Critchlow— “Black Crosby” -- was born. 

In 1924, about 4,000 workers from Plantations Providence, Peter’s Hall, Farm, and Houston 
marched to Georgetown in solidarity with urban workers now on a strike called by the British Guiana 
Labour Union. As in 1905, the marchers were accompanied by a “band.” The Daily Argosy described it as 
a “Tadjah Band.” By the 1920s, Tadjah Bands were multi-ethnic. Thirteen people were killed when the 
colonial police fired on the marchers at La Penitence.  
In Georgetown, the masquerade music emanating from communities as Albouystown, Charlestown, La 
Penitence, and Cummingsburg was part of the wider popular secular music of the urban working class. 
As we noted in Post # 6, Stanley Greaves’ father performed in masquerade and string band ensembles. 
There was interchange. Working class musicians performed in masquerade bands and in other 
ensembles. In his 1932 calypso, “No Surrender,” Lord Caresser, the Trinidadian calypsonian, informs the 
listener that Bill Rogers, the Charlestown-born, internationally popular Shantonian, “bargee composer,” 
and impresario, “was an old time flouncer and sweetie vendor.” 

Musicians like “Sweetie” Greaves and Bill Rogers were in demand for “practices.” “Practice” or 
“Dance Practice” was a popular form of entertainment among working people. A 1912 article in the 
Daily Argosy identified patrons of the “Practice” as “domestic servants fresh from the kitchen, butlers, 
housemaids, porters, etc.” The article also identified the flute, steel triangle, and concertina as some of 
the instruments used for making music at Practices. 

Writing in 1899, Frank Van Sertima listed the drum, flute, coronet, clarinet, shac-shac, tom tom, 
and tambourine as being among the instruments played by masquerade bands during the Christmas 
season in Georgetown. Some older Guyanese recall the presence of the harmonica/mouth organ in 
masquerade bands. At the Mashramani Masquerade Finals in 2000, Road Warriors, the Region # 5 band 
featured a harmonica/mouth organ. 
In 2016, drums (kittle and boom), flute, the steel triangle, and the shac-shac are the core instruments in 
a Guyanese masquerade band. 
Some have described masquerade music as discordant. Others have called this creole music sweet! 
Across the 20th century masquerade music continued to influence Guyanese popular music. In the 
1950s, Al Seales released “Limbo -In” by the Cubona Flute Band on the GEMS label. This recording was a 
celebration of the masquerade flute. 
The innovative band leader, Tom Charles and his Syncopators invented the “Bhoom” in the early 1960s. 
The bhoom was inspired by the beat laid down by the bhoom/bass drum of masquerade bands. At that 
time, it was to be Guyana’s equivalent to Jamaica’s ska and Barbados’ spooge. 

The Bhoom and old school masquerade music were among the sounds featured on the LP, 
Guyana Welcomes Independence produced by Vivian Lee in 1966 to mark that significant moment in 
Guyana’s political history. The first track on the LP was “The Guyana Bhoom”.” This was followed by two 
tracks, “Independence Flounce” and “On Freedom Road,” featuring Lyric Smith and his Masquerade 
Band. Lyric Smith excelled on the flute, presenting … wonderful trilling and variations on Kwe Kwe songs 
such as Gal, yuh glorious marnin’ come” and “Madeline.” 

For at least the past 50 years, the flute man/fife man has been masquerade’s melody maker. 
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Plaisance-born Rudolph “Putagee” Vivieros is currently recognized as one of the last of Guyana’s great 
fife men. He has accompanied all the masquerade bands on the East Coast and West Demerara during 
masquerade competitions held over the past three decades. Another respected flute man is Jerome 
“Three Foot” Cumberbatch the leader of the Torch Masquerade Band from Linden. 
Guyanese musicians in the diaspora have also been incorporating the sound of Guyana’s masquerade in 
their compositions and arrangements. This is evident in Keith Waithe’s CDs: Rhythms of Freedom (2000), 
Mellifluous: Blossoming into Truth (2002), Diverse Canopy (2005), Gathering Echoes (2014), Earth Flight: 
The Direction (2014), and The Very Best of Keith Waithe (2015). 
Since 2012, Derry Etkins, Guyanese music educator, resident in the British Virgin Islands, has been 
incorporating masquerade’s essence into his compositions and arrangements. In 2012, his composition 
Masquerade Sweet Suite was premiered at the “Masquerade Lives” symposium in Georgetown. Since 
then, he has organized several “Masquerade Jams” in Guyana. He has arranged jams that have featured 
steel pans, jazz ensembles, and Indian music-inspired ensembles in his quest to create a Guyanese 
sound based on the masquerade heritage. So far, these efforts have reaffirmed masquerade music’s 
natural inclusiveness. Derry is keeping alive an aspiration launched by Tom Charles during the birthing of 
the nation. 

The faculty at the young National School of Music is also engaged in the masquerade 
revitalization initiative launched in 2012 with the Masquerade Lives symposium. In 2014, Andrea 
Mentore coordinated the three-day Masquerade Music Workshop. She incorporated a “jam” as part of 
the curriculum. That “jam” featuring Jerome “Three Foot” Cumberbatch (Torch Band, Linden), Teacher 
Raghu (Lusignan), Leary (Essequibo), Mou Mou and members of Ann’s Grove Best, and the bass 
guitarist, Peter Callender. The “jam” session explored various styles of masquerade music. The jam 
session was recorded at NCERD’s Studio, Kingston, Georgetown, Guyana. 
SOURCES: 
Vibert Cambridge. Musical Life in Guyana: History and Politics of Controlling Creativity. Jackson: 
University Press of Mississippi, 2015. 
Ashton Chase. History of Trade Unionism in Guyana, 1900-1961. British Guiana, 1964. 
Walter Rodney. History of Guyanese Working People, 1881-1905. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 1981. 
Al Seals Forever: Volume 2. A CD compiled by Ray Seales, n.d. (circa 20??)  
Christopher Small, Musicking. Connecticut: Wesley University Press, 1998 
 

Guyana Institute of Historical Research press 

1. DVDs of the GIHR Conferences are available for GY$5,000/US$20.00 per year. 

2. Chapters in Guyanese History 

3. KIDS Illustrated History series 

4. GIHR News Black History edition 

5. CLEO Women’s History Magazine 

6. CLEO Immigrant Women’s History edition 

7. GIHR Heritage cards                     

8. GIHR Heritage bookmarks 

9. GIHR Heritage key-rings 

https://www.facebook.com/keith.waithe.50
https://www.facebook.com/Derrwall
https://www.facebook.com/andrea.mentore.7
https://www.facebook.com/andrea.mentore.7
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Renew your subscriptions for the CLEO Women’s History Magazine, and GIHR 

News in 2017 

CLEO Magazine costs $1,500 annually. 

GIHR News costs $600 per annum  
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Did you renew your subscription for CLEO Women’s History Magazine?  
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Spotlight on some of the 2017 Mashramani Contestants 

 

NAME: Lassell Duke aka the Mighty Duke  

Age: 64 

SONG: 'Deh Blaming' 

He has been singing in the Calypso competition for more than 20 years and has placed on most occasion in the 

top ten.  

His song this year is 'deh blaming'. It's a song that focuses on the general country before and after elections. He 

Says, " I'm sure that my song will win this year because of the lyrical content and all that goes with winning. 

My performance will be top and entertaining.  

Everyone will catch the hook for sure and it will resonate." 

Having placed 2nd before in the competition in addition to winning the Guyana leg of the Caribbean 

Broadcasting Union song Festival in 1992, his advice to budding Calypsonians is to stay with the art form and 

aim for the top. "Be creative and keep updated with Current Affairs and you will be a winner." 

 

 
 
NAME: MANOEL FERREIRA AKA 'King Perai' 

SONG: Peria Justice 

Who is King Perai?  

MANOEL FERREIRA AKA 'King Perai' hails from the Pomeroon but resides in Eccles. He began singing in 

church then migrated to Georgetown at the age of 12 where he completed schooling. He served in the Guyana 

Defense Force for 3 years, then began working in the interior as a diver and singing at small shows on his 

leave time. 

He acquired the name PERAI from a song he sang about the Piranha fish which was composed by a friend 

from Bartica. 

Since then he has performed with many of Guyana’s top bands which included the Melody Makers, the 

Originals, the Sheriff Deputies, Pete’s Caribbean Fusion and El Sadiek. 

In 2009 he performed at the Watz Hott Guyana Show in Essequibo where he was spotted by Music Producer 
Mr. Bonny Alves. Mr Alves wrote a song for King Perai to enter the NATIONAL HIV/AIDS SONG 

COMPETITION 2010, sponsored by the Ministry of Health, and he placed 3rd. In 2011 he bettered that feat 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154966329619049&set=a.10150203350854049.325669.611304048&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154966329619049&set=a.10150203350854049.325669.611304048&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154966329619049&set=a.10150203350854049.325669.611304048&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154966329619049&set=a.10150203350854049.325669.611304048&type=3
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by placing 2nd in the same competition that broadened its boundaries from HIV/AIDS to general health and all 

chronic diseases. 

Competing fiercely in the National Calypso Competition, he eventually won the crown in 2015 after 5 years. 

That same year he won the CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS Calypso Competition put on by the Mighty Rebel.  

He launched his 1st original album 'LIFE AFTER THE CROWN,' and has 5 music videos to his credit to date. 

The name of King Perai song this year is titled 'PERAI JUSTICE'. 

 

 
 

NAME: Niossi Alsopp 

SONG: Alexander The Great 

Though a seasoned campaigner at the junior level this is Niossi Alsopp's 1st year as a Senior. Thus far her 

experience spans the last 4 years in the Junior Calypso competition. She made her entrance in the junior league 

in 2013. She placed fifth in 2014, third in 2015 and Second in 2016.  

She describes herself as an individual with a quiet determination who is very easy to work with.  

Her Song this year pays Tribute to Educator/ Politician Mr. Vincent Alexander. About winning she says her 

goal is to not just win but to leave a positive message that would impact the way Calypsonians and local 

Calypso are viewed. 

 

 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154966323674049&set=a.10150203350854049.325669.611304048&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154966323674049&set=a.10150203350854049.325669.611304048&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154966323674049&set=a.10150203350854049.325669.611304048&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154966334464049&set=a.10150203350854049.325669.611304048&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154966334464049&set=a.10150203350854049.325669.611304048&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154966334464049&set=a.10150203350854049.325669.611304048&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154966323674049&set=a.10150203350854049.325669.611304048&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154966334464049&set=a.10150203350854049.325669.611304048&type=3
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Winners again: North Georgetown girls 14-17 dance category for the Georgetown leg of the MOE 

children's costume competition. Their message is one of praise and thanksgiving for the nation as it 

celebrates another Republic Anniversary. The dance is choreographed by Ms Natalie 

Adams. 

 

 

 
Order your copy of the GIHR Journal Issue#4 September 2016 
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Creolisation and Social Cohesion 

By 

Elton McRae 

 
 In The creolisation process a lot of synergies were created, some have stood the test of time, 

some have not. One which has perished relates to a practise which existed in the villages during the 50s, 
and 69s. It was common to hear a Black child making reference to his or her Coolie Mudda, and an 
Indian child making reference to his or her Black Mumma. This across the racial divide, parent-child 
relationship is absent from our discourse today.  

As simple as it may seem a tradition which my grandparents and maybe my parents’ generations 
considered a necessity has died in my life time, I spoke with some people who were part of this practice 
and various stories were related. One is linked to fertility. A woman who is known to have miscarried, 
during her next pregnancy would be introduced to a fertile woman (one with many children) who would 
after a ritual, pay for the unborn child. The child by this act becomes hers that is the child of a fertile 
mother, In other words the fertile woman conferred fertility on the hitherto barren one. Other 
situations in which this buying would have taken place is when a child was sickly, or if a mother had lost 
an infant and to protect future children she sold them to a healthy or an unmarried woman. In some 
communities the sale was made to the oldest woman in the village, whether African or Indian.  

The sale price was usually very small, and need not be monetary (it could have been fruits or 
bread), since it was symbolic. However import in all of this is that the offered price must be given as 
charity. What these happenings has clearly shown is that Spirituality, African and Indian, played a great 
part in the bonding of our people, People saw the need to call upon the unseen forces to bring relief to 
common issues, the survival of their generations to come. They believed that the rituals associated with 
the purchase that were/are responsible for the continued survival of children some of whom were 
afflicted with Bad Eye, and other ailments while those who did not participate in such a ritual perished. 
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 I am not advocating that everything that once was must be maintained at all cost for to do so 
society would become static. However our people no longer participate in this practice primarily 
because it suffered from a three prong attack. The Religious bodies, fearing that spirituality would 
probably make them irrelevant, labeled such practices as backward, linking it to black magic, Obeah, etc. 
Medical science has probably made those rituals redundant, but it has taken away also the human 
bonding which resulted from this practice.  

We no longer have children from different racial backgrounds visiting during school vacations or 
on holidays. However the biggest blow came from our politicians, who has instilled in ordinary folks a 
sense of mistrust and suspiciousness across the racial divide. Yet these same people have been telling us 
for more than a decade that we need to have Social Cohesion. The experimentation which started 
within the ERC, failed when both of the major parties saw that their support bases were being 
encouraged to rekindle the sort of intra race bonding which were practised in the 50s and early 60s. 
Indeed there are many elements in today’s society which were non-existent in the 50s and 60s, these all 
point to the fact that culture is dynamic, One can mention the absence of the Langotti, and the Panama 
hat at the village markets, the replacement of the gramophone record, with the a digital memory chip 
and so on.  

However in today’s society with the continued utterances about social cohesion, my mind is 
lingering on that parent-child bond that existed across the racial divide, and what the genesis of such a 
relationship was, how it impacted on our community and why was it encouraged only to be finally 
discouraged. I had a Coolie brother who, was constantly in my mother’s home. I remembered among 
other things he taught me to make kites. In many ways BoBo was a true elder brother to me. 
Creolisation was about social cohesion, one of its lasting effect is ‘de Dougla pickney.’ 
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Quotes of the President of Guyana 

 
1. “The Caribbean is not only a zone of peace from a strategic point of view in terms of the 

absence of war but it is also a zone of Constitutional stability. There is predictability and we 
don’t want to see that there are elements in any member state, which disrupt the 
Constitutional process, [or] which use extra legal means to seize power or delay the holding 
of elections. There have been delays here but Haiti has finally come through and I am very 
happy to be here to put the stamp of approval on behalf of the entire Caribbean Community 
on those elections and the duly elected President Moise.” 

2. “You have to innovate to stay ahead of the game and remain competitive otherwise more 

efficient producers will take you place in the market and each worker has a role to play in this 
regard,” he said. 

3. “Guyana’s commitment to the establishment of a green state is fully compatible with our 

adoption of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the Paris Agreement on 
Climate Change. Guyana’s development agenda balances environmental sustainability with 
the objective of economic development and human wellbeing. Guyana, in this regard, is keen 
to benefit from the experience and expertise of the Government of the Swiss Confederation 
in its implementation of its ‘Green’ Economy Action Plan,” the President said. 

4.  “Social cohesion is about combating exclusion and marginalisation, it is about creating a 
sense of belonging and it is about promoting upward mobility,” he said. 

5. Attending his first regional summit as the Chairman of the Caribbean Community, (CARICOM), 
President said that the deepening of regional integration, between Latin America and the 
Caribbean is in important for their development and security. 
“It is an organisation that is committed to the strengthening of the integration process in Latin     
America and the Caribbean and also to the solution of problems among these member states; 
the 33 member states… and as Chairman of the Caribbean Community, I am concerned with the 
issues affecting Small Island Development States. It is important to note that many of the larger 
states are Latin and many of the smaller states are Caribbean, so my intention is to ensure that 
the interests of the community, as a whole, are served by ensuring that the relationships 
between the larger states and the smaller states, between the Latin States and the Anglophone 
states remain on even keel and work towards the benefits of all our peoples,” He said. 
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Email address: hazelwoolford@gmail.com ; Telephone #220-4759 

   

GIHR Tenth Conference 

Theme : Sugar labor and, politics.  

Date:  24 June 2017  

Call for Papers and Abstracts  

The Guyana Institute of Historical Research invites all interested persons, to participate in the 
upcoming 2017 research conference.   2017 marks the tenth anniversary of the Guyana Institute of 
Historical Research Annual conference.  The annual conference provides a forum for lecturers, teachers, 
students, history enthusiasts, civil; society, and politicians to refresh their knowledge,  present their 
findings, and provides an opportunity for those academics who for one reason or another, are unable to 
attend an overseas conference, to interact with their foreign counterparts. 2017 is the centenary of the 
end of Indian immigration to British Guiana, as well as the mid- point of the observance of the 
International decade for African people. 
 The panels are listed below: 

1.  2017-  Centenary of the end of Indian immigration to British Guiana. 
a. 70th anniversary of Cheddi Jagan’s entry into the Legislative Assembly . 
b. 60th anniversary of the formation of the PNC. 
c. 1997, December.  Appointment of Janet Jagan as first female President of Guyana. 
d. Colour, caste system and, India 
e. Phillip McClintock.  
f. African presence in India. 
g. Masquerade. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Purchase back issues of CLEO Women’s History Magazine and GIHR News, at 
half price, at the MASHRAMANI Literary fair, on Friday 17 February in the 
Main street avenue. 
 

mailto:hazelwoolford@gmail.com
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